
SHORT BIO:  
Abhi Golhar is a transformational keynote speaker who 
harnesses his 15 years of experience in real estate 
investing and entrepreneurship to inspire audiences 
to overcome self-doubt and seize opportunities for 
success. His unique perspective on navigating the 
business world has made him an influential contributor 
to major publications, including Forbes, Inc., Huffington 
Post, and as a three-time nationally syndicated radio 
host on the Wall Street Business Radio Network 
speaking to 3 million daily listeners nationwide.

A self-described serial entrepreneur, Abhi has founded 
multiple successful businesses in professional services, 
fintech, and healthcare, most recently being Meridian 
84, Ludington Labs, and Blue Apple Holdings.

His success as a business leader is preceded by many 
failures and moments of self-doubt. But the difference 
between where Abhi is today and where he started is 
his ability to welcome self-doubt as a tool for innovation 
and growth.

https://abhigolhar.com/
mailto:abhi%40abhigolhar.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abhigolhar/
https://www.facebook.com/abhigolharfan/
https://twitter.com/abhigolhar
https://www.instagram.com/abhigolhar/
https://www.tiktok.com/@iamabhig


LONG BIO:  
Abhi Golhar is a transformational keynote speaker harnessing his extensive 15 years of experience in the 
both of real estate investing and entrepreneurship. His presentations are more than just speeches; they are 
powerful narratives that engage audiences, encouraging them to confront their self-doubt and embrace the 
myriad opportunities that lie ahead for personal and professional success. Abhi’s journey is a testament 
to the power of resilience and strategic thinking in overcoming the inevitable challenges that come with 
navigating the complex landscape in business.

Beyond his speaking engagements, Abhi has made a significant impact as an influential voice in major 
publications. His insights and expertise have been featured in Forbes, Inc., the Huffington Post, and more, 
marking him as a thought leader in his field. Additionally, his reach has extended to the airwaves as a  
three-time nationally syndicated radio host on the Wall Street Business Radio Network, where he has 
spoken to an audience of 3 million daily listeners nationwide. Through these platforms, Abhi shares his 
unique perspective on business, entrepreneurship, and investment, offering valuable advice and 
inspiration to a broad audience.

As a self-described serial entrepreneur, Abhi’s entrepreneurial spirit has led him to found 
multiple successful businesses across a diverse range of sectors, including professional 
services, fintech, and healthcare. His most recent ventures, Meridian 84, Ludington 
Labs, and Blue Apple Holdings, exemplify his innovative approach to business and 
his ability to identify and capitalize on emerging opportunities. These companies are 
not just businesses; they are reflections of Abhi’s vision for creating impactful and 
sustainable solutions to real-world problems.

Abhi’s path to success was not a straight line. It was fraught with failures, setbacks, 
and moments of self-doubt. However, what sets Abhi apart is his unwavering 
resilience and his unique ability to turn these challenges into opportunities for 
growth and innovation. He views self-doubt not as an obstacle, but as a tool for 
self-reflection, learning, and ultimately, innovation. This mindset has been a 
critical factor in his journey from a budding entrepreneur to a respected 
business leader and inspirational speaker.

Abhi Golhar embodies the spirit of perseverance, innovation, and 
leadership. His experiences, from overcoming personal and professional 
challenges to achieving remarkable success in various business ventures, 
serve as powerful lessons for anyone looking to make their mark in the 
world. Through his speaking engagements, written contributions, and 
entrepreneurial achievements, Abhi continues to inspire and motivate 
individuals to realize their full potential and seize the opportunities  
that life offers.
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